
COOKIE POLICY 
 

1. The administrator of the website is HATOMI Sp. z o.o. with its registered office in Warsaw                     

(44 Domaniewska Street, 02-672 Warsaw). 

2. Cookies are small text files that can be used by websites to enable users to use them as smoothly 

or conveniently as possible. In accordance with applicable law, we may store cookies on your 

device if this is necessary for the operation of our website (Article 173, paragraph of the 

Telecommunications Act of 16 July 2004). For all other types of cookies we need your consent. 

3. The Administrator uses cookies mainly to provide the User with services provided electronically 

and to improve the quality of these services. Therefore, the Administrator and other entities 

providing analytical and statistical services to the Administrator use cookies, storing information 

or accessing information already stored in the User's telecommunications terminal equipment 

(computer, phone, tablet, etc.). The use of cookies on the Website is not intended to identify Users. 

The Policy regulates the processing of data related to the use of its own cookies. 

4. Information collected using cookies does not necessarily always constitute personal data, but 

sometimes it can. Details of the Administrator's processing of personal data can be found in the 

Privacy Policy.  

5. The software you use to browse the website allows cookies to be placed on your device by default 

- you have given your consent via your browser settings. 

6. You can make the appropriate configuration of your browser to block the acceptance of cookies. 

You can find out more about the handling of cookies and the possible configurations in your 

browser settings. The level of restrictions on the use of cookies may affect the accessibility and 

functionality offered by our website, including the possibility to block their full functionality. 

7. The website uses two main types of cookies: "session" cookies and "permanent" cookies 

(persistent cookies). Session" cookies are cookies without expiry date stored in the memory of the 

device and deleted when the web browser is switched off, while "persistent" cookies are stored 

on the final device for the time specified in their parameters or until the person using the web 

browser manually deletes all their contents. 

8. Our website uses "cookies" for correct configuration and in particular to:  

1) to adapt the content of the website to your preferences; 

2) the correct configuration of selected website functions, enabling in particular the 

verification of the user and maintaining a session during use of the website. 

3) recognise your device and display the website appropriately, tailored to your individual 

needs; 

4) to remember your settings and personalise the interface, e.g. with regard to your chosen 

language or region; 

5) remembering the history of pages visited on the site in order to recommend content, font 

size, website design, etc.  

9. As part of our website, we may collect data on your activity. The above data will be used for internal 

statistical purposes and to develop and improve our products, services, communication methods 

and the functionality of our websites, as well as to ensure IT security. In this situation, we only use 

aggregated data and do not use names, email addresses or other directly identifiable information. 

10. In many cases, the web browsing software (web browser) allows by default the storage of 

information in the form of cookies and other similar technologies on the User's terminal 

equipment. However, the User may change these settings at any time. Failure to make changes 



means that the aforementioned information may be placed and stored on your terminal device 

and that we will therefore store information on your terminal device and access this information. 

11. The Administrator uses necessary cookies primarily to provide the User with the services and 

functionalities of the Website that the User wishes to use. Necessary cookies may only be installed 

by the Administrator through the Service. 

12. The legal basis for the processing of data in connection with the use of the necessary cookies is the 

necessity of the processing for the performance of the contract (Art. 6(1)(b) RODO). 

13. Functional cookies are used to remember and adapt the Website to the User's choices, inter alia 

in terms of language preferences. Functional cookies may be installed by the Administrator and its 

partners through the Service. 

14. Comprehensive information is available in your software (browser) settings. Details for those using 

particular web browsers, including but not limited to: Mozilla Firefox, Chrome, Opera, Itp. 

15. Please be advised that restricting or disabling the use of cookies and other similar technologies 

may affect some of the functionality available on our website.  

16. This Cookie Policy is effective as of 01.05.2023.  


